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Guaranteed Top Scores on Your Police Exam!If you are planning to join the hundreds of thousands
of applicants who take the police officer exam each year, you need a high score. In this updated
and revised edition of his #1 police exam book, Norman Hall guarantees that you'll score 80% to
100% on the exam--or your money back!With Norman Hall's Police Exam Preparation Book, 2nd
Edition, you'll have everything you need to ace the test, including answer keys and self-scoring
tables, pointers on avoiding common trouble spots, tips for meeting the physical requirements, the
most up-to-date test-taking strategies, 7 practice tests, and 3 full-length police officer exams.Still
worried that you might miss a vital test question? Relax! Norman Hall's Police Exam Preparation
Book, 2nd Edition, includes new test questions and sketch art, and gives you complete coverage of
ALL test subject areas, including basic math; directional orientation; grammar, vocabulary, and
spelling; memory; reading comprehension; report writing; and situational judgment and
reasoning.With the help of Norman Hall's Police Exam Preparation Book, 2nd Edition, you'll be able
to score high and achieve your dream of becoming a law-enforcement official!
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Definitely prepared me for exactly what the test would be like. Passed with with ease thanks to this
book. It's a must buy!

I've taken the basic exam, and did ok. Unfortunately military points, and other factors I wont get into
here, okay is not enough. This book is the exam. The methods he recommends using involving
making up your own stories to help with memory (something with sex usually works for me)has its
advantages, although I think he overplays it in the book. I'm not completely through it, I still have
mathematics left, but at this point I must say it is worth the money. And in my humble opinion, you
get what you pay for, and more. However this is just 1 of 2 books with the words "Police Exam Prep"
in the title that I bought, I'll let you know how the other one turns out.

Will help you pass multi-choice tests. There is a system to taking police exams. If you are not
familiar with the system, then you will fail. Read books like this one and get a feel for the system.
Develop experience this way, and it will help you improve your test scores. Its not what you know,
its how you know.

I scored an 84 out of 100 taking a county police test after reading this book briefly. If you actually
take more time to study it more it will prepare you better. The personality questions on the test I took
were all about yourself which is no right or wrong answer but I'm guessing they didn't like mine.
Overall I was ranked 226 out of around 2000 people testing.

OK. Thank you. I love this book. a great book for theoretical exam preparation to police. the product
is very good and I am now more prepared.

I just received my package today and it was packaged very well. I have just skimmed the book and
it already seems like it will help me with my exam. I did pretty well on my first try, but barely failed,
so I am hoping that this will put me were I need to be.

This book prepares you for all types of law enforcement exams, not just for the police. Any type of
lost prevention would benefit from using this as one of the many manuals available and the price is
fantastic. Fast and great wrapped shipping.

One of the best books for the exam. I bought it used and you can't beat the price.
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